This book is proposed to serve as a nexus between undergraduate organic chemistry and graduate or medical school biochemistry. An indication of its scope can be gained by a listing of the table of contents. There are two chapters on physical chemistry, single chapters on the electronic theory of organic chemistry, optical isomerism, protein chemistry, carbohydrate chemistry, lipid chemistry, steroids, isoprenoid compounds, aromatic compounds, heterocycles, biochemical reactions, chemical structure and physiological activity, research methods, syntheses of important compounds, and a final list and description of recommended textbooks and monographs for supplementary reading. The book is thus comprehensive. But it lacks depth; this is especially marked in the presentation of physical chemistry and the discussion of chemical structure and physiological activity. The author states in his preface that "this text is essentially a somewhat advanced organic chemistry." Although the book may suffer from this pretense, it does not suffer from such substance. In the first chapter a simple method of derivation of vectors from the standard leads of the electrocardiogram is offered. All steps are well illustrated by diagrams and the analogous use of familiar objects. Due attention is paid to the basic "ground rules" to be observed in the vector representation on a hexaxial reference system. For the sake of brevity and clarity, at the lesser risk of being dogmatic, the authors have avoided much theoretical background.
Having mastered the method itself, the reader will approach the latter sections of the book with interest. Here electrocardiograms quite typical (i.e., by pattern) of a variety of electrocardiographic syndromes are subjected to vector analysis. Many references are made to clinical and anatomical data in the interpretation of the final spatial vector arrangement.
The monograph serves as an excellent introduction to the vector method which is of established value as a teaching tool. On the basis of this presentation, however, it is difficult to appreciate how this method offers a "more basic approach to electrocardiography," or avoids a great deal of memorization.
This book should prove of interest and of value to the student first embracing the study of electrocardiography and, indeed, for all seeking an introduction to clinical vector analysis.
KENNETH G. JOHNSON A TEXTBOOK OF HISTOLOGY. By H. E. Jordan. 9th Ed. New York, Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc. 687 pp., 609 figs. $9.00.
The first edition of this textbook appeared in 1916 and has now undergone its ninth revision. The subject matter is taken up in the conventional order: protoplasm, the cell, the tissues, and the organ systems (including the special sense organs). It is relatively short, easy to read, and profusely illustrated, but compared with its rivals, rather poorly illustrated. Even though it has more figures than two leading histology texts, these are frequently poorly selected and poorly reproduced.
In his preface the author writes: "An effort has been made in this edition to incorporate important advances during recent years, including certain results of tissue culture and electron microscopy." The extent of this effort is indicated in the bibliography of 514 references of which only 26 titles (about 5 per cent) have been published since 1940, the date of the previous edition. Since then, the principal advances in histology have been the elucidation of the fine structure of the cell and its products by phase-contrast and electron microscopy and the correlation of function with morphology by the techniques of histochemistry, differential centrifugation, and microspectrophotometry. The reader will find little inkling of these in this text. Here the nucleus is still the center of oxidative processes in the cell, the functions of the mitochondria are only vaguely adumbrated, and the Golgi apparatus still holds sway with no suggestion that it may be an artifact. Little or no mention is made of histochemical studies or the chemical significance of the structures and staining reactions described. In an era when many elegant electron micrographs of cells and their products are available, only three are included in this book. The description of the neurohypophysis is completely outmoded. Many pages are devoted to illustration and discussion of old theories and opinions which have been discarded as no longer valid, such as the contraction nodes or waves in sections of fixed smooth muscle (illustrated by seven figures). The preWorld War I classification of glia cells is still preserved. The only important recent advance which has been incorporated in the text is the revised concept of hepatic structure set forth by Elias. In general this book suffers from too close adherence to the content of the previous editions. This well-written, small volume deals broadly with trends in cancer research as well as clinical approaches to the problem. The first section of the book has to do with similarities of tumor cells to the normal tissues from which they arise, and presents a discussion of the genetic factors in cancer. This is followed by a brief introduction to the r6le of radiotherapy and surgery in the treatment of the disease. A short historical review introduces the section on research and is followed by chapters on genetic studies, carcinogens, viruses and cancer, and the potential application of the extensive advances in biochemical techniques to the problem. Some of the difficulties in the development of chemotherapeutic agents are also pointed out. Although intended primarily for the educated layman, this book could be read profitably by medical students and physicians as well as workers in the research aspect of oncology.
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